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If you have ever wanted to capture the amazing beauty of the night sky, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re not alone!

Astrophotography is an engaging and spectacular hobby, but unfortunately, the high costs and

steep learning curves usually associated with this type of photography turn many people away. But

capturing the night sky doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t need to be expensive or difficult! In this guide, you will find

simple to follow instructions for several budget-friendly astrophotography projects, including: star

filled wide angle sky photos, spectacular lunar portraits, high-resolution planetary imaging, advice,

tips, and techniques for getting the best results from your equipment. Capturing the beauty of the

night sky doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have to be difficult or costly, so grab your gear and your sense of

wonder: the splendor of the universe awaits!
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I did enjoy reading this book, as I'm trying to get in to astrophotography. The author provides some

good information early on, like a couple of specs for a decent telescope, but I didn't take much more

away from it besides that. There is a detailed discussion of how to adjust two webcams to work with

a telescope, yet the author admits these webcams are both no longer in production (I think it was



both... could be just one). That seemed to me like a strange thing to put such significant focus on,

especially since it's not guaranteed that even most of the audience would be capable of making

such adjustments (I don't trust myself to open up electronics and solder them), and even if they

were, it's unlikely that the instructions provided will work for many webcams. The modifications were

written for very specific hardware. I became a little overwhelmed at that point and stopped reading

any further. I do think many people will find this book very useful for its price, based on what I did

get through. I think for the price, it's worth giving it a try, regardless of the other stuff I previously

said or even what other reviewers have said. Give it a shot.

Referenced equipment dates and 35 mm film canisters no longer available as we all use digital

cameras! Doesn't make me all that interested in the suggested hacks on video cams.

Great book, should be on any astronomer's bookshelf professional or amateur.

While his book clearly say it's not going to great depth, it is so much an overview that is not ver

useful. All the info can be found in very general internet articles.

Not bad and as the title suggests it is for those on a budget. It is also aimed at beginners.

Good starter or primer. Opened my eyes to using a cheap webcam vs a dslr to start . A good

stepping off point.

not the end all be all of book but I liked it. blah blah blah etc etc etc 1 2
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